
 

THE BIG WAVEZ 

The New Wave of Fun! 

 

Also this year, challenged by the many difficulties that our industry 
still has to face, we have maintained our promise launching a new 
product on the market, confident that we will have fun again, together, 
soon. 

Another iconic attraction by Zamperla, another innovative experience, 
and the ideal combination of a classic shoot-the-cute and a drop 
tower.  

Get ready to be immersed into a unique ride concept that doubles the 
fun and creates a real show: the adrenaline of bounces and a huge 
splash into the water is enhanced with an interactive videogame 
section.  

The Big WaveZ gets passengers 15 meters high, on top of the tower, 
where starts the engaging game experience during which riders take 
full control of their destiny depending on their interactions and game 
dynamics. Z+ sensors and cameras register every single movement of 
the riders, a feature that enables to change every time the attraction 
experience and maximize its customization.  

The end of the ride is in passengers’ hands: they must prepare for the 
bigger splash that they have ever seen, variable depending on the exit 
of the optional game section. 

That is how storytelling and ride technology work together to bring 
new experiences to life: passengers become the main protagonists 
influencing the game and guiding their journey. 

In addition to the intelligent technology and the personalized 
experience, Zamperla also designs the perfect storyline for every Big 
WaveZ concept, to drive the process and offer an emotionally 
appealing ride that is also challenging and engaging. 
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We strive to create the most unique experiences and the Big WaveZ is 
all about the show, exciting to ride as to watch, it combines Big thrill 
in a small footprint and huge splash with Big spectacle.  

Zamperla aims to conduct people through memorable journeys, taking 
storytelling and attraction design to the next level, putting riders at 
the heart of the action. 

 

To get more information please write to: 

nicolas.trentin@zamperla.it 

giorgia.deluca@zamperla.it 
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